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We investigate local tomography in the case of limited-angle data. The main
theoretical tool is analysis of the singularities of pseudodifferential operators
 .PDO acting on piecewise-smooth functions. Amplitudes of the PDO we consider
are allowed to be nonsmooth in the dual variable j across the boundary of a
wedge. Results of numerical simulation of limited-angle local tomography confirm
basic theoretical conclusions. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 . n ny1Let F x, a , p , x g R , a g S , p g R, be a smooth, strictly positive
function. Here Sny1 is the unit sphere in R n. The generalized Radon
F . w xtransform R is defined as follows 14 ,
F . ÃF .R f a , p [ f a , p [ F x , a , p f x d p y a ? x dx , .  .  .  .  . . H
nR
1.1 .
where d is the delta-function. If the weight function F identically equals
Ã1, we obtain the classical Radon transform f s Rf :
Ãf a , p s f x d p y a ? x dx. 1.2 .  .  .  .H
nR
Not many properties of the generalized Radon transform are known. In
particular, no inversion formula is known for RF ..
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Let n, the dimension of the space R n, be even. Define the local
w xtomography function 9, 4
nr2 ny1 p 1 ­ .
F . F .Ãf x [ f a , p da . .  .HnL nny1 F x , a , a ? x ­ p .2p . S psa ? x
1.3 .
 .  .  . ` il tUsing 1.1 and the oscillatory integral d t s 1r2p H e dl, oney`
shows that f F . s Bf , where B is an elliptic pseudodifferential operatorL
 . < < w xPDO with the principal symbol j 9, 4 . In the case of the classical
F . y1 < < . y1Radon transform, one has f s F j F f , F ' 1, where F and FL
denote the direct and inverse Fourier transforms, respectively.
F . ÃF . .  .To compute f by formula 1.3 one has to know f a , p for allL
a g Sny1. However, the full angle data are not always available, and one
ÃF . .frequently has the limited-angle data f a , p , a g V, p g R. Here V is
ny1 w xan open set, V n S . In 9 it was proposed to compute
nr2 ny1 p x a ­ .  .
F . F .Ãf x [ f a , p da , 1.4 .  .  .HnL x nF x , a , a ? x ­ p .2p . V psa ? x
` . w xwhere x g C V is a smooth cut-off function. It was shown in 9 that0
f F . s B f , where B is a PDO of order one. Moreover, the ``visible''L x x x
 .  n .  .singularities of f : WF f l R = V can be located using 1.4 in a
 w x .relatively stable way see 10 for the earlier work on the subject . Here
and everywhere below, for convenience of notation, we consider wave
fronts as subsets of the sphere bundle R n = Sny1.
Let us consider the practically important case n s 2. In this paper we
` . ` .drop the assumption x g C V and suppose only that x g C V and0
 .x Q s 0 if Q f V. Therefore, x can be nonsmooth across ­ V, the
` .boundary of V. The main reason for dropping the assumption x g C V0
is as follows: if x vanishes smoothly near ­ V, the operator B suppressesx
  .  2 .. the singularities of f located close to p WF f l R = ­ V see Sec-
. 2 1 2tion 4 . Here p : R = S ª R is the natural projection.
If x is not smooth, the relation f F . s B f still holds, but now B isL x x x
not a PDO in the classical sense, because its amplitude is not smooth in
the dual variable j . In the paper we study the singularities of B f. Wex
show that the singular support of f F . consists of two parts: visibleL x
  .  2 ..singularities S [ p WF f l R = V , and ``extra'' singularities S ,¨ e
which are caused by the nonsmoothness of the corresponding symbol. We
study the behavior of f F . in a neighborhood of S and S and show thatL x ¨ e
 . F .1 Knowing f in a neighborhood of S , one can recover valuesL x ¨
 .of jumps of f across S recall that S ; singsupp f ; and¨ ¨
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 .2 Extra singularities S , which cause artifacts in the tomographice
reconstruction, are weaker than visible singularities S . This means that¨
 .even if one uses a sharp cut-off function x : x Q s 0 if Q f V and
 .x Q s 1 if Q g V, the resulting artifacts will not be strong. Moreover,
the faster x decays to zero near the boundary of V, the weaker extra
singularities S are.e
Since we derive an asymptotics in smoothness of f F . in a neighborhoodL x
of S , the results obtained in the paper can also be used for finding ane
` .optimal cut-off function x , not necessarily x g C V , such that the0
largest possible part of the visible singularities is recovered with minimal
distortions.
Note that the main point of the paper is theoretical investigation of the
singularities of f F . in the case when x is not C` smooth. Therefore, theL x
numerical experiments presented in Section 4 are intended primarily for
illustrating theoretical results obtained in the paper. The problem of
finding an optimal cut-off function x and testing the algorithm on compli-
cated phantoms will be the subject of future investigations.
Local tomography for the classical Radon transform was proposed in
w x17, 16 . Investigation of some properties of the local tomography function
w xand results of testing local tomography on real data were presented in 2 .
Further investigation of local tomography using the classical theory of
w xPDO was published in 11]13 . Local tomography for the generalized
w x w xRadon transform was developed in 9, 4 . In 9 it was shown that locations
 .of the visible singularities can be obtained using 1.4 in a relatively stable
way. Alternative approaches to locating visible singularities were described
w xin 10, 5 . A study of local tomography was the subject of the monograph
w x14 . First results describing the behavior of Bf near visible singularities
w xS and extra singularities S were obtained in 14, Chap. 5 . In this paper¨ e
we investigate this subject in more detail. The present derivation is more
simple, and the results we obtain are more general. New results include
 .1 Theorem 1, which describes the wave front of Bf in the case of
X 2 .an arbitrary compactly supported distribution f g E R ;
 .2 Consideration of the case when the radius of curvature of S s
 .singsupp f is infinite see Remark 3 in Section 3 ;
 .3 Consideration of cut-off functions of different degrees of
 .smoothness parameter m in Theorem 2 ;
 .4 More detailed numerical experiments, which illustrate the need
` .for choosing an optimal cut-off function x g C V , which is not necessar-
` .ily in C V ; and0
 .5 A brief discussion of limited-angle local tomography for the
generalized Radon transform.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the wave
front of Bf in the case when the amplitude of B is nonsmooth for finitely
< < X 2 .many directions jr j and f g E R is a compactly supported distribu-
tion. In Section 3 we obtain the asymptotics in smoothness of Bf near
visible singularities S and extra singularities S . Finally, application of the¨ e
obtained results to local tomography is described in Section 4.
2. WAVE FRONT OF Bf
Consider the operator B,
1
Xyij ?  xyy . 2Bf x s B x , y , j f y e dy dj , f g E R , .  .  .  .H H2 2 2R R2p .
2.1 .
and suppose that for some J ) 1 and a finite partition of the unit circle
1 J w xS s D u , u , u s u q 2p , the amplitude B can be representedjs1 j jq1 Jq1 1
as
J
g 2< <B x , y , j s x jr j B x , y , j , B g S R , .  .  . . j j j 1, 0
js1
1, u g u , u ,j jq1
x Q s 2.2 .  .j  0, u f u , u .j jq1
For convenience of the reader we recall that B g Sg is equivalent to thej 1, 0
two conditions
B x , y , j g C` R6 , 2.3a .  .  .j
 .and for any multi-indices a s a , a , u s x, y, j , and any compact setu u1 u2
G g R4, a constant C exists for whicha a a Gx y j
a a ax y j­ ­ ­ < <gy aj< <B x , y , j F C 1 q j , .  .j a a a Ga a a x y jx y j­ x ­ y ­j
2 < <j g R , x , y g G, a s a q a . 2.3b .  .j j 1 j 2
 . HIn Eq. 2.2 and everywhere below, the variables Q, Q , and u are
 . H  .related as follows: Q s cos u , sin u and Q s ysin u , cos u . There-
fore, Q , j s 1, 2, . . . , J, is the set of directions across which the ampli-j
 .  . 2tude B x, y, tQ is nonsmooth. For a set A, U A ; R denotes an e-e
 .neighborhood of A. In particular, U x is a ball with radius e ) 0 ande 0
1  . 1center x . If A is a subset of S , then we assume that U A ; S .0 e
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 .  .THEOREM 1. Consider the operator B defined by 2.1 and 2.2 . For a
X 2 .compactly supported distribution f g E R , define
A [ WF f l R2 = DJ Q . 2.4 .  . .f js1 j
X 2 .  .  .Then Bf g D R and, moreo¨er, x, Q f WF Bf if
 .  .  .1 x, Q f WF f ; and
 . J  .  .2 either Q f D Q or x y y ? Q / 0 for all y, Q g A .js1 j f
In particular, x f singsupp Bf if
 X.1 x f singsupp f ; and
 X.  .  .2 x y y ? Q / 0 for all y, Q g A .f
` 2 .  . 2Proof. Fix w g C R . Clearly, the function C y, j [ H B x, y,0 R
.  . yi j ? x `  .  .j w x e dx is C in y. Using 2.2 , 2.3 , and integrating by parts, we
 . see that C y, j and its derivatives with respect to y decay rapidly that is,
< <. < <faster than any power of j as j ª `. Since the distribution f is of
 .  .  . ij ? y2finite order, the function C j [ H C y, j f y e dy is well-defined1 R
 .  .y2  .2and decays rapidly. In view of the relation Bf , w s 2p H C j dj ,R 1
` 2 .we conclude that Bf is a continuous linear functional on C R .0
` 2 . ` 1.Denote S s singsupp f. Fix two functions h g C R and m g C Se 0 e
 .  .  .  .  .such that h x s 1 if x g U S , h x s 0 if x f U S , and m Q s 1e e e 2 e e
 J .  .  J .if Q g U D Q , m Q s 0 if Q f U D Q . We havee js1 j e 2 e js1 j
2 yij ? xyy .2p Bf x s B x , y , j 1 y h y f y e dy dj .  .  .  .  . .H H e
2 2R R
< <q 1 y m jr j B x , y , j h y f y .  .  . . .H H e e
2 2R R
=eyi j ? xyy . dy dj
< <q m jr j B x , y , j h y f y .  .  . .H H e e
J< <  .  .jr j gU D Q U Se js1 j e
=eyi j ? xyy . dy dj
s I x q I x q I x . 2.5 .  .  .  .1 2 3
 . ` 2 .  .Since 1 y h f g C R , one easily verifies using properties 2.3 thate 0
ij ? y < <y`B x , y , j 1 y h y f y e dy s O j , .  .  .  . .H j e
2R
< <j ª `, 1 F j F J , 2.6 .
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 < <y`. `where O j denotes a C function of x, which decays with all
< <derivatives with respect to x faster than any negative power of j as
< <  .  . ` 2 .j ª `. Using 2.6 , we immediately get the inclusion I x g C R .1
 .  < <..The function B x, y, j 1 y m jr j is a conventional amplitude.e
w xUsing the pseudolocal property of PDO 15, pp. 15 and 224 , we conclude
singsupp I ; singsupp h f s singsupp f , 2.7a .2 e
WF I ; WF h f s WF f . 2.7b .  .  .  .2 e
Let us rewrite the integral I in polar coordinates,3
`
I x s m Q B x , y , tQ h y f y .  .  .  .  .H H H3 e e
J .  .0 U D Q U Se js1 j e
=eyi tQ? xyy . dy du t dt. 2.8 .
 . w xUsing properties 2.3 and Theorem 1.1 in 15, p. 6 , we see that the
oscillatory integrals
`
yi t pB x , y , tQ e t dt s C x , y , u , p , 1 F j F J , .  .H j j
0
define C` functions of x, y, u , and p, provided that p / 0. This together
 .  .with 2.2 and 2.8 implies that
singsupp I ; x g R2 : x y y ? Q s 0 for some y g U S , .  .3 e
Q g U DJ Q , y , Q g WF f . 2.9 .  .  .5 .e js1 j
Using that e ) 0 can be taken arbitrarily small and taking into account
 .  .  .2.5 , 2.7a , and 2.9 , we have proved the assertion about the singular
support of Bf.
` 2 . JTake an arbitrary w g C R and fix any Q f D Q . Suppose e ) 00 0 js1 j
Jis such that Q f U D Q . Here the overbar denotes closure. Using .0 e js1 j
 .2.8 , we have
&
i sQ ? x0I w sQ s I x w x e dx .  .  .H3 0 3
2R
`
s m Q C y , tQ , sQ y tQ h y f y .  .  .  .H H H e 0 e
J .  .0 U D Q U Se js1 j e
=eitQ? y dy du t dt , 2.10 .
where
C y , tQ , sQ y tQ [ B x , y , tQ w x ei sQ 0yt Q . ? x dx. 2.11 .  .  .  .H0
2R
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 .  .Integrating by parts with respect to x in 2.11 and using properties 2.3
 J .and the fact that Q is bounded away from U D Q , we see that for0 e js1 j
 .every N ) 0 there is a constant c y such thatN
g
1 q t .
1C y , tQ , sQ y tQ F c y , Q g S , s, t ) 0. .  .0 N Nmax s, t .
 . `Clearly, C y, tQ, sQ y tQ is a C function of y. Therefore, the expres-0
sion
C tQ , sQ y tQ [ C y , tQ , sQ y tQ h y eitQ ? y f y dy .  .  .  .H1 0 0 e
 .U Se
 .is well-defined and we have for some c ) 0 which depends on N1
gqM1 q t .
1C tQ , sQ y tQ F c , Q g S , s, t ) 0, .1 0 1 Nmax s, t .
 .where M is the order of the distribution f. Together with 2.10 this
implies
gqM
` 1 q t&  .
I w sQ F c m Q du t dt .  .H H3 0 1 e NJ .0 U D Q max s, t .e js1 j
gqM
` 1 q t .
F c t dt.H2 N
0 max s, t .
&
 .Since N ) 0 can be taken arbitrarily large, this shows that I w sQ decays3 0
rapidly as s ª `. Taking into account that e ) 0 was arbitrarily small and
 .using 2.7b , we have finished the proof.
3. ANALYSIS OF THE BEHAVIOR OF Bf IN A
NEIGHBORHOOD OF singsupp Bf
Consider now the case when f can be represented in the form
f x s w x x x , w g C` R2 , 3.1 .  .  .  .  . k k k
k
where the sum is finite and the x are the characteristic functions ofk
bounded domains D with piecewise smooth boundaries ­ D . Clearly,k k
S [ singsupp f s D ­ D . According to Theorem 1,k k
singsupp Bf ; S j D L , .j j
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where each L is tangent to S and perpendicular to some vector from thej
set DJ Q . Since B is linear, we can assume without loss of generalityjs1 j
that each L is tangent to S at exactly one point.j
Fix any x g S, x f D L . Let e ) 0 be sufficiently small. We have0 0 j j
w xBf s B 1 y x f q B x f , 3.2 .  .
`  ..  .where x g C U x is any function such that x s 1 on U x . Accord-0 2 e 0 e 0
w . x `  ..ing to Theorem 1, B 1 y x f g C U x . According to our choice ofe 0
 .  2 J .x g S, WF x f l R = D Q s B. Let d ) 0 be so small that0 js1 j
 . 2  1  J .. ` .  .WF x f ; R = S R U D Q . Take any h g C S so that h Qd js1 j 1
 J .  .  J .s 0 if Q f U D Q and h Q s 1 if Q g U D Q . As in thed js1 j d r2 js1 j
proof of Theorem 1,
< < yi j ?  xyy . ` 2h jr j B x , y , j x y f y e dy dj g C R . 3.3 .  .  .  .  . .H H
2 2R R
 .  .From 3.2 and 3.3 we conclude that
`  ..C U x 1e 0
< <Bf x s 1 y h jr j B x , y , j x y f y .  .  .  . . .H H2 2 2R R2p .
=eyi j ?  xyy . dy dj . 3.4 .
`  ..C U xe 0 `  ..The notation s means that the equality holds up to a C U xe 0
 . ` 2 2  2function. According to our assumptions, 1 y h B g C R = R = R _
..  .0 . Therefore the right-hand side of 3.4 defines a conventional PDO, and
w xwe can use the results obtained in 4 to find the asymptotics in smooth-
ness of Bf in a neighborhood of x .0
Let U be an open set such that S l U / B. We say that S is smooth
`  . 4  .inside U if S l U s x g U : g x s 0 for some g g C U such that
< <=g / 0 on S l U. Here U denotes the closure of U. For a point x g S,0
 .  .n x denotes a unit vector perpendicular to S at x , and D x denotes a0 0 0
 .  . w qjump of f across S at x in the direction n x : D x s lim f x q0 0 0 sª 0 0
 ..   ..xsn x y f x y sn x . The following proposition is a particular case of0 0 0
w xTheorem 2.1 in 4 .
 .PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that f satisfies 3.1 . Consider a classical PDO
g  n.  .B g CL R with amplitude B x, y, j :1, 0
B x , y , tQ ; b x , y , Q tgyk , t ª `, .  . k
kG0
b x , y , Q g C` R n = R n = Sny1 . 3.5 .  .  .k
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 .  .  .Suppose that B x, y, j is e¨en in j : B x, y, j s B x, y, yj . Fix a
sufficiently small open set U, S l U / B. Suppose that S is smooth inside U
  ..and b x , x , n x / 0 for x g S l U. Then one has0 0 0 0 0
`b x , x , n x . .0 0 0 0 i thBf x s Im C x , t e dt , .  .H 5p 0
x s x q hn x g U, x g S l U, 3.6 .  .0 0 0
 . ` w ..where C x, t g C U = 0, ` . Moreo¨er, C admits the asymptotic expan-
sion
d x .kgy1 `C x , t ; t D x q , t ª `, d g C U , 3.7 .  .  .  .0 kk /tkG1
which can be differentiated with respect to x g U and t.
Remark 1. The coefficients d can, in principle, be expressed in termsk
of f and B. However, the resulting formulas are rather cumbersome and,
therefore, are not given here.
w xThe following result is an immediate corollary to Theorem 3.1 in 4 .
 .PROPOSITION 2. Put g s 1 in 3.5 . Then one has
b x , x , n x D x .  . .0 0 0 0 0
< <Bf x s q O ln h , .  .
p h
x s x q hn x g U, h ª 0. .0 0
Now let L be any of the lines L which are in singsupp Bf. Let y bej 0
the point of contact of L and S. Fix a sufficiently small neighborhood U of
y . Since the operator B is linear, we may assume without loss of0
generality that supp f ; U and, according to Theorem 1, singsupp Bf ;
singsupp f j L. The main reason for truncating supp f is that this allows
us to get rid of all the lines L that are perpendicular to Q and tangent toj 0
 .S at other points y / y . In view of Theorem 1, the behavior of Bf xj 0
as x ª S_ y is given by Proposition 1. Therefore, it remains to find the0
 .behavior of Bf x as x ª x for all x g L. Thus, in what follows, we0 0
always assume that x is in a sufficiently small neighborhood U of x .0
Suppose that S l U is smooth and strictly convex. Consider the integral
`1 u qe0 yi tQ ?  xyy .B f x s B x , y , tQ f y e dy du t dt , .  .  .H H Hq 2 20 u R2p . 0
3.8 .
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where B admits the following asymptotic expansion,
m gykB x , y , tQ ; u y u b x , y , Q t , t ª `; 3.9a .  .  .  .0 k
kG0
` 2 2 w xb g C R = R = u , u q e , k s 0, 1, 2, . . . ; b x , y , Q k 0; . .k 0 0 0 0
3.9b .
­ j
b x , y , Q ¬ s 0, k , j s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 3.9c .  .k usu qej 0­u
 .and expansion 3.9a can be differentiated with respect to x, y, u , and t.
 .The integer parameter m used in 3.9a regulates the degree of smooth-
 . ness of the amplitude B x, y, tQ across u s u cf. the discussion of the0
.degree of smoothness of the cut-off function x given in the Introduction .
Introduce a local coordinate system with the origin at y , the x -axis of0 1
 .which points in the direction Q . Let y s g y be the local equation of S0 1 2
in a neighborhood of y s y . Clearly, u s 0 in the new coordinate system.0 0
First, consider the integral
` `
i t y cos uqy sin u .1 2J x , u , t s B x , y , y , tQ f y , y e dy dy . .  .  . .H H1 1 2 1 2 1 2
y` y`
 .  .  .Since f y , y is discontinuous at y s g y , substituting 3.9a into the1 2 1 2
last equation and integrating by parts with respect to y , we find1
`
i t y yg  y ..cos u1 2C x , y , u , t s B x , y , y , tQ f y , y e dy , .  .  . .H1 2 1 2 1 2 1
y`
3.10a .
`
i t g  y .cos uqy sin u .2 2J x , u , t s C x , y , u , t e dy , 3.10b .  .  .H1 1 2 2
y`
where C admits the asymptotic expansion1
C x , y , u , t ; c x , y , u tgy1yk , t ª `, .  .1 2 1, k 2
kG0
` w xc g C U = R = u , u q e , 3.11a . .1, k 0 0
m
c x , y , u s i u y u b x , g y , y , u D g y , y rcos u . .  .  .  . .  . .1, 0 2 0 0 2 2 2 2
3.11b .
  . .   . .Here D g y , y is the jump of f across S at the point y s g y , y .2 2 2 2
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 .Since f is compactly supported, Eq. 3.10a implies that the integration in
 .  .  .3.10b is over a compact set. Substituting 3.10b into 3.8 , we find
` e `1
B f x s C x , y , u , t .  .H H Hq 1 22
0 0 y`2p .
=eit g  y2 .yx1.cos uq y2yx 2 .sin u . dy du t dt. 3.12 .2
Now consider the integral
e
i t a x , y , u .2J x , y , t s C x , y , u , t e du , .  .H2 2 1 2
0
a x , y , u s g y y x cos u q y y x sin u . 3.13 .  .  .  . .2 2 1 2 2
Let x / 0 be fixed. Without loss of generality we may assume that e ) 02
is so small that ­ ar­u / 0 if 0 F u F e . Indeed, if e ) 0 is not sufficiently
small, we can represent B asq
`1 2d yi tQ ?  xyy .B f x s h Q B x , y , tQ f y e dy du t dt .  .  .  .H H Hq d2 20 0 R2p .
` e1
q 1 y h Q B x , y , tQ f y .  .  . .H H H d2 20 d R2p .
=eyi tQ? xyy . dy du t dt
\ B f x q B f x , .  .1 2
1, 0 F u F d ,` w xh g C 0, e , h Q s . .d d  0, u G 2d ,
where d ) 0 is sufficiently small. Since B is a conventional PDO, B f is2 2
C` in a neighborhood of x . The operators B and B are of the same0 1 q
 .form. This shows that we can take e ) 0 in 3.8 as small as we like.
 .  .Integrating by parts in 3.13 and using 3.11b , we get
J x , y , t s C x , y , t e it g  y2 .yx1. , 3.14 .  .  .2 2 2 2
where C admits the asymptotic expansion2
C x , y , t ; c x , y tgy2ymyk , t ª `, c g C` U = R , .  .  .2 2 2, k 2 2, k
kG0
3.15 .
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and
imq 1m!c x , y , 0 .1, k 2
c x , y s .2, 0 2 mq1y y x .2 2
b x , g y , y , 0 D g y , y .  . .  . .0 2 2 2 2ms yi m! . 3.16 .mq 1y y x .2 2
 .  .From 3.12 ] 3.14 it follows that we have to study the integral
`
i t g  y .yx .2 1J x , t s C x , y , t e dy . 3.17 .  .  .H3 2 2 2
y`
Y .Suppose g 0 / 0, that is, the radius of curvature of S at y is finite. The0
Y .case g 0 s 0 is briefly discussed in Remark 3 below. Then the stationary
 w x wphase method yields see 18, pp. 76]81 and Theorem 14.5.2 in 14, p.
x.421
J x , t s C x , t eyi t x1 , 3.18 .  .  .3 3
where C admits the asymptotic expansion3
C x , t ; c x tgy2.5ymyk , t ª `, c g C` U , 3.19 .  .  .  .3 3, k 3, k
kG0
and
0.52p Yip r4.sgn g 0.c x s e c x , 0 . 3.20 .  .  .Y3, 0 2, 0 /< <g 0 .
Suppose now that x s 0. In this case, the stationary point of the phase2
 .   ..  .  .a x, y , u cf. 3.13 is given by y , u s 0, 0 . Consider the following2 2
  ..double integral cf. 3.12
e `
i t a x , y , u .2J x , t s C x , y , u , t e dy du . 3.21 .  .  .H H4 1 1 2
0 y`
The stationary point is located on the boundary of the domain of integra-
 .tion. Using expansion 3.11a and applying the stationary phase method
  . w x w x.term by term see Eq. 8.4.46 in 1, p. 348 and 18, pp. 440]442, 470, 471 ,
we get
J x , t s C x , t eyi t x1 , x s x , 0 , 3.22 .  .  .  .4 4 1 1
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where C admits the asymptotic expansion4
C x , t ; c x tgy2yk r2. , t ª `, c g C` yd , d , .  .  . .4 1 4, k 1 4, k
kG0
3.23 .
where d ) 0 is sufficiently small. In particular, if m s 0, we have
pc x , 0 , 0, 0 . .1, 0 1
c x s . 3.24 .  .4, 0 1 Y1 y g 0 x’  . 1
If m G 1, the formula for c is very cumbersome and we do not give it4, 0
here.
 .Let R y be the radius of curvature of S at y . Returning to the0 0
 .  .original coordinate system and using 3.11b , 3.16 , we can rewrite Eqs.
 .  .  .  .3.18 ] 3.20 and 3.22 ] 3.24 as
J x , t s C x , t eyi th , x s x q hQ , x g L, x / y , .  .3 3 0 0 0 0 0
C x , t ; c x tgy2.5ymyk , t ª `, .  .3 3, k
kG0
b x , y , u D y .  .0 0 1 0m . ip r4.c x s yi m! 2p R y e ; 3.25’ .  .  .  .3, 0 0 mq1Hx y y ? Q .0 0 0
and
J x , t s C h , t eyi th , x s y q hQ , .  .4 4 0 0
C h , t ; c h tgy2yk r2. , t ª `, .  .4 4, k
kG0
ip b x , y , u D y .  .0 0 1 0
c h s , m s 0. 3.26 .  .4, 0
1 " hrR y’  . .0
 .  .In 3.25 and 3.26 , the signs in " and . are chosen according to where
the center of curvature of S at y g S is located. More precisely, if O is0
 .the center of curvature, then the top signs are chosen if y y O ? Q ) 0,0 0
 .and the bottom signs are chosen if y y O ? Q - 0.0 0
Therefore, we have proved the following result.
 .THEOREM 2. Suppose that f satisfies 3.1 . Consider the distribution B fq
 .  .defined by 3.8 and 3.9 . Fix the line L perpendicular to Q and tangent to S0
 .  .at y . Let R y be the radius of cur¨ ature of S at y , 0 - R y - `, and0 0 0 0
 .D y / 0 be the ¨alue of the jump of f across S at y in the direction Q :0 0 0
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 . w  .  .xqD y s lim f y q sQ y f y y sQ . Fix any x g L and let U be0 sª 0 0 0 0 0 0
a sufficiently small neighborhood of x . If x / y , we ha¨e0 0 0
R y b x , y , Q D y’  .  .  .0 0 0 0 0m . ip r4.B f x s yi m!e .  .q mq11.5 H2p x y y ? Q .  .0 0 0
=
`
yi thC x , t e dt , .H 1
0
x s x q Q h g U, 3.27 .0 0
` w ..where C g C U = 0, ` admits the asymptotic expansion1
C x , t ; tgy1.5ym 1 q c x tyk , t ª `, c g C` U , .  .  .1 1, k 1, k /
kG1
3.28 .
which can be differentiated with respect to x g U and t.
 .If x s y and m s 0 in 3.9a , we ha¨e0 0
`b x , y , Q D y .  .0 0 0 0 yi thB f x s i C h , t e dt , .  .Hq 24p 0
x s y q Q h g U, 3.29 .0 0
` . w ..where C g C yd , d = 0, ` and d ) 0 is sufficiently small. Moreo¨er,2
C admits the asymptotic expansion2
C h , t ; tgy1 1 q c h ty k r2. , t ª `, .  .2 2, k /
kG1
c g C` yd , d , 3.30 .  . .2, k
 .which can be differentiated with respect to h g yd , d and t.
Let O be the center of cur¨ ature of S at y . Top signs " and . are chosen0
 .  .if y y O ? Q ) 0, and bottom signs are chosen if y y O ? Q - 0.0 0 0 0
   ...y1r2Since the function 1 " hrR y is smooth for small h and0
equals 1 when h s 0, we absorbed this function by the integral on the
 .right-hand side of 3.29 , and this did not change the leading term in the
expansion of C .2
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Remark 2. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2, one can show that in
the case of the operator given by the formula
`1 u0 yi tQ ?  xyy .B f x s B x , y , tQ f y e dy du t dt , .  .  .H H Hy 2 20 u ye R2p . 0
` 2 2 2 .where B g C R = R = R satisfies the conditions
m gykB x , y , tQ ; u y u b x , y , u t , t ª `, 3.31a .  .  .  .0 k
kG0
` 2 2 w xb g C R = R = u y e , u , k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , b x , y , u k 0, . .k 0 0 0 0
3.31b .
­ j
b x , y , u ¬ s 0, k , j s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 3.31c .  .k usu yej 0­u
 .the analog of Eq. 3.27 becomes
R y b x , y , Q D y’  .  .  .0 0 0 0 0m . ip r4.B f x s y yi m!e .  .y mq11.5 H2p x y y ? Q .  .0 0 0
=
`
yi thC x , t e dt , .H 1
0
x s x q Q h g U, 3.32 .0 0
 .  .  .where C admits asymptotic expansion 3.28 , and Eqs. 3.29 , 3.301
remain unchanged.
 .Remark 3. Using Eq. 3.17 , we see that the stationary phase method
allows one to find the behavior of B f and B f in a neighborhood of Lq y
 .in the case when the function y s g y has a degenerate critical point at1 2
y s 0:2
g 0 s gX 0 s ??? s g  ly1. s 0, g  l . / 0, l ) 2. .  .
Suppose, for example, that l is even. Then we get
m 1rlyi m! b x , y , Q D y 2G 1rl l! .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
B f x s .q 2 mq1  l . /H l g 0 .2p . x y y ? Q .0 0 0
=
` l .ip r2 l .sgn g 0. yi the C x , t e dt , .H 1
0
x s x q Q h g U, l s 2k ,0 0
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where G is the gamma-function, and the leading term in the expansion of
C is given by1
C x , t ; const tgy1y1r l .ym , t ª `. .1
 .  . Y .Remark 4. From Eq. 3.24 it follows that 3.29 holds even if g 0 s 0,
 .that is, R y s `.0
4. APPLICATION TO LOCAL TOMOGRAPHY
 .  .  .Let x Q be a piecewise-smooth even function: x Q s x yQ . Define
w xthe family of local tomography functions f 11, 12 ,L x
1 2p Ãf x [ y x Q f u , Q ? x du . 4.1 .  .  .  .HL x , p p4p 0
Ã 2 2 Ã Ã .Here f [ ­ r­ p f. Suppose the Radon transform f u , p is given for, p p
Ã Ã Ãw x  .  .u g u , u and p g R. Since f is even, f u q p , p s f u , yp , we may1 2
Ã w x w xassume that f is known for u g u , u , u g u q p , u q p , and p g R.1 2 1 2
 1 w x w x4Denote V [ Q g S : u g u , u or u g u q p , u q p . Putting1 2 1 2
 .  .x Q s 0, Q f V, in 4.1 , we obtain the local tomography function which
 .uses only the known data. From 4.1 one easily gets using the Fourier slice
theorem,
y1 Ä Ã< < < <f s F x jr j j f j , f s F f , 4.2 .  . . .L x
where F and F y1 denote the direct and inverse Fourier transforms,
 .respectively. From Eq. 4.2 we see that the theory developed in Sections 2
and 3 is directly applicable to the analysis of the singularities of f . LetL x
 .us suppose for simplicity that x Q s 1, Q g V. Note that in this case
 .  .x Q is discontinuous. As usual, n x denotes a unit vector perpendicular0
to S at x g S. Theorem 1 implies that the singular support of f consists0 L x
of
 .1 Visible singularities: corner points of S and points x g S, where0
 .S is smooth and n x g V; and0
 .2 Extra singularities: the lines which are tangent to S and which are
 .perpendicular to vectors Q or Q , Q s cos u , sin u , k s 1, 2.1 2 k k k
 . Pick any x such that n x is strictly inside V. Using Proposition 2 see0 0
.Section 2 , we get
D x .0 y1f x q hn x ; h , h ª 0, x g S. 4.3 .  . .L x 0 0 0p
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The last equation shows that knowing f in a neighborhood of the visibleL x
singularities S , one can recover values of jumps of f across S . This can¨ ¨
w xbe done using, for example, the algorithm in 4 .
 4Now pick any line L [ x : Q ? x s p , where Q s Q or Q s Q , which1 2
is tangent to S. Take, for example, Q s Q and let y be the point of1 0
contact. Fix any x g L, x / y . Clearly, we may always assume that0 0 0
 .  .  .  .  .Q s n y . Equations 3.27 , 3.28 yield with b x, y, Q s x Q ' 1,1 0 0
Q g V, m s 0, and g s 1,
R y D y’  .  .0 0yip r4.f x q hn y ; e . .L x 0 0 1.5 H2p x y y ? n y .  .  .0 0 0
=
`
yi thC x , t e dt .H 1
0
R y yD y’  .  . .0 0ip r4.q e 1.5 H2p x y y ? yn y .  .  . .0 0 0
=
`
i thC x , t e dt , 4.4 .  .H 1
0
H  .  . H  .where n y is the unit vector perpendicular to n y such that n y0 0 0
 .is obtained by rotating n y 90 degrees counterclockwise. The first and0
 .the second terms on the right-hand side of 4.4 correspond to the
 .  .contributions from the discontinuities of x Q at Q s n y and Q s0
 .yn y , respectively. We made the following changes in the second term:0
 .1 h was replaced by yh, so that the point under consideration
 .  .  .x q hn y does not change when we replace n y by yn y ;0 0 0 0
 .  . H  .2 We took into account that D y and n y change signs when0 0
 .  .we replace n y by yn y .0 0
 . w xAfter simple transformations, we get using Eq. 21 in 3, p. 360
2 R y D y `’  .  .0 0 ip r4. y0.5 i thf x q hn y ; Re e t e dt . . HL x 0 0 1.5 H 02p x y y ? n y .  .  .0 0 0
2 R y D y’  .  .0 0s 1.5 H2p x y y ? n y .  .  .0 0 0
= ip r4. yip r4. y1r2 ip r4. y1r2Re e iG 1r2 e h y e h .  .q y
2 R y D y’  .  .0 0 y1r2s h , h ª 0. 4.5 .yH2p x y y ? n y .  .0 0 0
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 .Here h s 0 if h - 0, h s h if h ) 0, and h s h y h . From 4.5 weq q y q
 .see that the leading singular term of f x as x ª x g L, x / y , is onL x 0 0 0
 .the same side of L as S in a neighborhood of y . In 4.5 we took into0
account the contribution of the leading term of C as t ª `. The second1
 y1.5.   ..term of the expansion of C is O t as t ª ` see 3.28 . Since the1
`  y1.5. yi th  .function H O t e dt is continuous at h s 0, together with 4.5 this0
 .implies that there exists the limit of f x as x approaches x g L,L x 0
x / y , from the side of L opposite to the location of S in a neighbor-0 0
hood of y .0
 .  .Equations 4.3 and 4.5 are illustrated by Fig. 1, where the behavior of
f in a neighborhood of singsupp f is sketched. The shaded discL x L x
represents the phantom, which is more dense than the surrounding
FIG. 1. Schematic behavior of the local tomography function f in a neighborhood ofL x
singsupp f in the case of the limited-angle data. V, angular interval of available data; S ,L x ¨
pieces of the boundary of the phantom which are in singsupp f ; S , pieces of theL x i n¨
boundary of the phantom which are not in singsupp f . One has singsupp f s S j L jL x L x 1 1
L j L j L .2 3 4
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FIG. 2. Density plot of the local tomography function computed from the limited angle
data. The phantom consists of one disk.
 .  . y1  .medium. According to 4.3 , f x ; const h as h s dist x, S ª 0,L x ¨
where S denotes the visible singularities. Now let us consider, for exam-¨
 .ple, the line L see Fig. 1 . The function f is continuous as x1 L x
approaches L from the side opposite to S. In Fig. 1 this is denoted by1
 .  . y0.5cont. Equation 4.5 implies that f x is proportional to h as h sL x
 .dist x, L ª 0 if x approaches L from the side of S. Moreover, since the1 1
disc is more dense than the surrounding medium, the coefficient of
proportionality is positive to the right of the point of contact y , and it is1
negative to the left of y . In Fig. 1 this is denoted by qhy0.5 and yhy0.5,1
respectively.
 .In Fig. 2 we see the density plot of f x computed for the sameL x
w x wphantom as in Fig. 1. The intervals of missing data are 808, 1008 and 2608,
x2808 . The vertical cross-section of Fig. 2 along the black line is shown in
Fig. 3. Let us note that Figs. 1 and 3 are in complete agreement.
Figure 4 illustrates the influence of the degree of smoothness of the
cut-off function x on the limited-angle local tomographic reconstructions.
We took the function x of the form,
m10 < <1 y ur808 , u F 808, . .x u s x u q 1808 s x u , .  .  . < <0, 808 F u F 908,
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FIG. 3. Vertical cross-section of the local tomography function.
and computed f for different values of m. The top panel in Fig. 4L x
corresponds to m s 1, the center panel corresponds to m s 5, and the
bottom panel to m s 10. As we can see, the extra singularities L arej
much less visible in the top panel of Fig. 4 than those in Fig. 2. However, a
part of the visible singularities of f located close to the points of contactL x
of L and S are suppressed a little. As m increases, we do not see aj
significant improvement in suppressing the artifacts caused by the non-
smoothness of x at u s "808. On the other hand, the visible singularities
became more strongly distorted. This shows that when choosing an optimal
x , there should be a trade-off between suppressing artifacts caused by the
nonsmoothness of the cut-off function x and preserving visible singulari-
ties.
Consider now the case of the generalized Radon transform. Choosing
 .the function x u as above, one can easily show that
F . < < yi j ?  xyy .f x s x jr j B x , y , j f y e dy dj , 4.6 .  .  .  . .H HL x
2< <jr j gV R
F .  .  .where f is defined by 1.4 with n s 2 and B can be represented as aL x
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 .   .10 .mFIG. 4. Density plots of f in the case of the cut-off function x u s 1 y ur808 .L x
From top to bottom, m s 1, 5, 10.
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sum
< < < < < < < <y1B x , y , j s j q b x , y , jr j q b x , y , jr j j , .  .  .1 2
b , b g C` R2 = R2 = S1 . 4.7 .  .1 2
 .  .  .  .Formulas 4.6 and 4.7 imply that Eqs. 4.3 ] 4.5 remain valid if we
replace f by f F .. Therefore, the behavior of f F . in a neighborhood ofL x L x L x
singsupp f F . is the same as the one depicted in Fig. 1.L x
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